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Craft & Technique: Old Dog, New Tricks

metal does not go to the mold point; instead it takes a short cut around a radius (the bend allowance). This is why the metal seems to grow when a bend is made. 
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Nuts & Bolts



Craft & Technique TRADITIONALLY, AIRFRAME AND powerplant (A&P) textbooks only discuss one method of calculating a flat pattern layout on sheet metal. You have to calculate setback, flat parts, and bend allowance, and look up the K-factor in a table. This method works fine, but because it involves many steps, builders tend to make mistakes. Other methods achieve the same results, but are quicker and easier. Two of these methods are material growth, or bend deduction, and the J-chart.



Old Dog, New Tricks Alternative methods to calculate a flat pattern sheet metal layout RONALD STERKENBURG dimension is than what seems necessary.



Material Growth If you have to make 90-degree bends in L-channels or U-channels, the following method is quick and easy. The only things you’ll need to know are the mold line dimensions, radius, and material thickness. And you’ll need a material growth chart. Material growth compares the dimensions given on a drawing (to the mold points) to the actual material needed to make the part. The metal doesn’t actually grow, but the chart delineates the amount that a piece of metal seems to grow after each bend has taken place. A common mistake is to find the length of metal by adding up the mold line dimensions. These dimensions continue beyond the bend tangent line and end at the mold point. Because it’s impossible to bend a square corner, it is this segment, known as the setback, that gives erroneous measurements. The metal does not go to the mold point; instead it takes a short cut around a radius (the bend allowance). This is why the metal seems to grow when a bend is made. The material growth (or bend deduction) chart tells us how much shorter this 94
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To bend a 90-degree angle, simply add the two legs (mold line dimensions) and subtract one material growth because it has a single bend.



R = 3/16” total developed width = mold line dimensions - material growth T = .063” total developed width = 1 + 1 – .164 Material growth = .164” total developed width = 1.836” For a U-channel just add the three mold line dimensions, and because it has two bends, subtract 2 x material growth. Total developed width = mold line dimensions – 2x material growth Total developed width = (1 + 2 + 1) – 2 x .164 Total developed width = 3.672 It doesn’t matter how many 90-



Material Thickness



Material Growth Chart 90-Degree Only (Same as Bend Deduction)



growth Total developed width = (0.5 + 1 + 1.5 + 1.75 + 1) – 4 x .164 Total developed width = 5.094”



Using the J-Chart degree bends there are or which way they are bent, just add up the mold line dimensions then subtract a material growth for each bend.



Total developed width = mold line dimensions – 4 x material



Often found in manufacturers’ structural repair manuals, the JChart (see following page) is a simple and quick way to find the total developed width of a flat pattern layout. It’s not as accurate as the traditional layout method, but it suffices for most applications. The main advantage of the J-chart is that you don’t have to do any calculations, remember complex formulas, or look up information in charts and tables. You only need to



know bend radius, bend angle, material thickness, and mold line dimensions—all of which you can find in a drawing or measure with simple measuring tools. Here’s how to find the total developed width using a J-chart. ■ Place a straight edge across the chart and connect the bend radius on the top scale with the material thickness on the bottom scale. ■ Locate the angle on the righthand scale and follow this line horizontally until it meets the straight edge. ■ The factor X (bend deduction) is then read on the diagonally curving line. ■ Interpolate when the X factor falls between lines. ■ Add up the mold line dimensions and subtract the X factor to find the total developed width. The X factor in the following drawing is 0.16”
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(Mold line 1 + mold line 2) – X factor = total developed width (2 + 2) – .16 = 3.84”



The X factor in the above drawing is 0.035” (Mold line 1 + mold line 2) – X factor = total developed width (2 + 2) – .035 = 3.965” The X factor in the below drawing is 0.16” (Mold line 1 + mold line 2) - X factor = total developed width (2 + 2) – .16 = 3.84” J-Chart



Brake Reference Line The location of a reference line is the most important aspect of forming accurate bends. If you use a cornice or box and pan brake, you’ll use a brake reference line—some96
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times called a sight or gauge line— to properly position the metal in the brake. The easiest way to achieve this is to mark the metal at the mold line dimension and line this mark up with the brake hinge.



If you have adjusted your brake correctly with the brake leaf one material thickness from the brake nose radius bar, you’ll have the perfect bend. The traditional way to teach the calculation of a flat pattern layout discussed in many A&P textbooks and required for A&P knowledge tests works fine, but other methods are worth trying. Students— and homebuilders—will benefit if they have the ability to solve problems in more than one way. If you struggle with the math required in the traditional method, try one of the alternatives discussed in this article.
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Craft & Technique: New Technology Report - Size 

of fuel burn or range information. This type of functionality requires newer gauge technology. One solution to calculating this information is to purchase an.
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Craft & Technique: Bleedin' Easy 

Get air out of the brake lines the easy way, which is also the right way. KEN SCOTT. The seals in aircraft systems are not compatible with silicone auto fluids and.
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SHAPING METAL WITH A FORM block, or hammerform ... because you shape the metal over the outside .... bonding permanently to our master. We used two ...
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Holding the part up to the light should reveal any hidden crack damage. Subsurface stress cracks look like lighter-colored lines or patches of lines and should be ...
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Let's repeat the problem with a different datum in the center of the beam. Now the left-hand 3-pound weight is 5 inches to the left of the datum and the 2-pound ...
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RA and the airliner maneuvering to avoid the collision never see each other because pilots must comply with the TCAS commands no matter what they seeâ€”or ...
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Craft & Technique: Radio Diagnosis 

Before connecting the dummy load to a hand-held or panel-mounted radio, make ... whole system. .... optional GPSInterface enables it to be a CD1 for your GPS.
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magic on my helmet and headset is nothing short of fantastic!â€� Bruce Bohannon ... piece of aluminum or plastic. Flat or satin finishes are often best because.
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who gave me valuable advice. When I cut out the old panel (literally) I left an inch and a quarter stub alongside the fuselage and attached the new panel to it ...
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